Aluminium Profiles Range

Linia
Recessed Aluminium Profile
Specification:
Lengths: 1000mm & 2200mm
Finish: Aluminium
Use: Under or inside kitchen or bathroom cabinets,
inside larders or inside wardrobes
What you require:
- Purchase the Linia recessed aluminium profile in a
1000mm or 2200m length
- Choose the flexible strip of your choice from the
Sensio range
- The profile and flexible strip can be cut to length
as required
- One set of end caps and mounting brackets are
included. The 1m profile has 2 mounting brackets
and the 2.2m profile has 4. If the profile has been
cut you can buy additional accessories as required.
For use in bathrooms use the Lumo IP Rated flexible strip
light to offer additional protection and create a stunning
focal point.

Product Code:
SE980120 - 1000m Linia Recessed Profile
SE980220 - 2200m Linia Recessed Profile
Dimensions:
Cut-out size:
Width: 18mm
Depth: 6.5mm

Accessories:
SE980050 - 2 x End Caps for Recessed Profile
SE981050- 2 x Mounting Brackets for Surface Mounted/Recessed Profile

Key Selling Points:
- Our aluminium profiles have been specially redesigned with a wider width to
house all of our single colour, RGB and Dual colour flexible strip lights from the
Sensio range, allowing you to create your perfect lighting solution.
- The frosted plastic diffuser creates a beautiful diffused lighting effect.
- The diffuser material has been redesigned to be much more flexible so it is
much easier to install.
- The Linia and flexible strips can be cut to length making this an extremely
versatile solution – perfect when you have bespoke sizes to meet.
- End caps and mounting brackets are included, the end caps have been
redesigned to be rounded for a much neater finish. The 1m profile comes with
2 mounting brackets and the 2.2m profile comes with 4.
- The 2.2m length is specially designed for tall cabinets and larders to make it
even easier to install.

